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Welcome
We are here to be your trusted guide through an unprecedented
market disruption – we base our advice on our team’s 400+ years of
property management experience and our team of data scientists
and business analysts providing deep factual analyses to guide
sound, unemotive, decision-making.
This guide begins with our predictions on the future of the
Melbourne Property Market, and then continue with our Main Points
- what you really need to know as a Landlord.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to reach out to
myself at covid19@longview.com.au.

Sincerely,
Evan Thornley
Executive Chair
E evan.thornley@longview.com.au
P 1800 931 784
W longview.com.au

Future of the Melbourne
Property Market
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Future of the Melbourne Property Market

Many people have asked me lately what I think will happen to the Melbourne property market
after the virus crisis. Like all predictions at times of uncertainty, it is impossible to know, but it
IS possible to understand what the fundamental factors are that will move the market and
therefore arm the reader with the tools they need to predict the market going forward, by
watching those fundamentals. So here we go:
Our best prediction at this point is that Melbourne’s property market will go through 3 phases in
coming years:
1. A short, sharp dip – 1- 3 months: where those few properties that have to be sold will
struggle to find buyers and may sell at below long-term value. The vast majority of
potential sellers will hold through this period and the banks will not be forcing sales if at
all possible;
2. A solid recovery – second half of 2020/2021: where if the economy can restart
satisfactorily, the market will work to a new equilibrium, probably lower than where we
left it in February 2020, but recovering gradually over the next year or so to get back to
where we were;
3. A potential immigration driven boom – 2022 onwards: government policy and the
relative attractiveness of Australia to immigrants from not just Asia, but also Europe and
the US – may lead to strong population growth tempered by the politics of higher
immigration while Australian unemployment remains high at a time of still very low
global interest rates – this would mean a likely boom in Melbourne property prices in the
medium term.
These thoughts are heavily guarded by the many uncertainties that may make things work out
very differently – here’s our big 3 to watch out for.

Uncertainty # 1 – how long and how deep is the recession:
The major uncertainty facing the property market is how long and how deep the recession will
be after the C19 crisis, but we are going to take you on a journey of our best guess as to how
things may play out and if we are wrong (we will definitely be wrong (!) we just don’t know
which parts of our prediction will be or by how much) it will most likely be because we get our
estimate on the severity of the recession wrong.
Our judgement at this stage is that Australia’s recession will be shorter and less severe than
almost all the rest of the world, certainly Europe and the US, though China may rebound even
faster than we do. Clearly China rebounding will be good for us and the US and Europe mired
in recession/depression will hurt us all at a certain level. But at this stage, Australia’s quiet
public service leaders can rightly lay claim to managing the GFC in 2008-9 at close to the top
of the global class and managing the C19 health crisis better than anyone in Europe or North
America, if not quite as well as some of the East Asian SARS veteran states like Singapore. It

is also pretty likely they will manage the subsequent economic fall-out far better than most and
Australia’s strong balance sheet (our very low debt:GDP levels) and the evidence of the
JobSeeker and related packages shows a strong willingness and capacity to bring strong
Government stimulus to limit the impact of the recession.
The key will be how quickly we can get back to work:

Uncertainty #2 – how quickly we can get back to work:
If most of Australia can start back to work by the third quarter (July), then much of the economy
will spring back to life. If it takes until fourth quarter (October), we will have already killed a lot
of businesses and things will be much bleaker. If it is much longer than that, there may not be
“a blade of grass left on the place” as a pollster friend of mine rather graphically put it.
Our best guess is that the greater availability of widespread testing and possibly some
ameliorative treatments (not a vaccine – that will almost certainly take longer – but treatments
that make it less likely a patient dies) should allow the Government to effectively partition the
nation into 3 populations:
-

The infected (about 0.1 % of the population at any one time);
The vulnerable (those over 65 or immune-compromised – perhaps 20% in total); and
Everybody else – 80% - including 98% of the workforce.

With widespread testing and quick, effective contact-tracing, it should be possible to get the
majority of the population back to work – with the occasional infection quickly isolated and
contacts traced and isolated – provided the vulnerable remain under very strict isolation until a
vaccine is available. While this is a far from ideal outcome, especially for the isolated elderly,
the ongoing damage to the economy will end up costing many more lives quite quickly (sadly
not least to suicide and domestic violence and the crushing impacts of widespread poverty on
health and violence) if the vulnerable can still be protected.
So we think the Government will look to restart the economy in stages once they have (a)
widespread testing capacity; (b) reconsidered the benefits of facemasks as a spreadprevention more than a personal protection; (c) got access to any ameliorative medical
treatments; (d) got strong reliable, probably a mobile phone App contact tracing technology.
They will start slowly to ensure we don’t re-enter the crisis with a second infection spread and
need for a second lockdown which would be catastrophic for health, mental health and the
economy.

Uncertainty 3 – when does the population growth engine restart ?
There have been 3 main drivers of Melbourne’s long-term bull market in residential property:
-

Population growth (a constant for nearly 30 years);
Interest rate reductions (over the last decade);
Bank lending being loosened or tightened by government (as happened in the recent
correction from late 2017 to mid 2019 and was then rapidly reversed after the election)
Foreign Investment particularly from China (which has come and gone and appears to
be just starting up again).

Interest rates are at record lows and should therefore be stimulating strong price growth and
were beginning to do so again before the crisis.
Population growth has the been the Melbourne markets’ great strength and bi-partisan
Government policy as we have written about before.
For the first time in a generation, Melbourne’s population growth has come to a shuddering
stop with this crisis. Indeed, particularly with many foreign students going home, no use for
AirBnB stock and many young adults moving back into Mum and Dad’s place (what we call
“household consolidation”) we will see a surplus of housing in our market in the short term –
both to rent and to buy – and consequent downward pressure on prices and rents.
But we believe it is settled government policy in Victoria to use population growth to drive
housing construction to drive the economy and that will resume as soon as possible.
And in particular we believe given Australia’s superior handling of the C19 health and likely
economic crisis that we will become an even more attractive location for potential immigrants
(and students) – including increasingly from Europe and the US as well as Asia.
So we think there may be an immigration driven boom in Melbourne’s property prices once the
economic and population growth engines are fully restarted. We suspect that might begin
sometime in 2022 and continue on for some years.
BUT, if, for example, Government immigration policy were to change – either because the
Australian economy remains in recession or possibly because of increasing
nationalism/xenophobia (some possibly directed at China as the source of the virus ?) then we
may not see the re-growth of immigration and student numbers. If that is the case, our biggest
driver of price growth would be halted with significant consequences for the Melbourne market
versus the pattern of the last 3 decades.

Our Main Points
Here below are the main things we think you need to know about
your investment property and the current rental market.
Our key messages are:
Guaranteed Rent is "bullet-proof": Firstly, to be clear, our
Guaranteed Rent clients have not missed or had arrears for one
cent of their rent through this period and they never will. We have
stopped taking Guaranteed Rent requests for a short period while
we let the market adjust, but will be re-opening to consider the
large number of requests we have received shortly.
Most landlords will be untouched: About 85% of properties and
tenancies will be untouched by the current crisis and tenants are
highly unlikely to wish to move and will keep paying their rent –
often with the assistance of the JobKeeper Allowance.
Some rent relief will be required by some: About 10% of properties
will have tenants who will be unable to meet their full
rental obligations and this requires careful management.
Vacant properties will be very difficult in the short-term: About 5%
of properties are or will become vacant and will be very difficult to
re-let for the next month or two and may require substantial
discounts in order to re-let

Suburb by Suburb
Vacancy Rates
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Suburb
Southbank
South Yarra
Carlton
St Kilda
Richmond
Melbourne
Box Hill
Prahran
Glen Waverley
Burwood
Glen Iris
Clayton
Hawthorn
St Kilda East
Port Melbourne
Malvern East
Docklands
Elwood
South Melbourne
Carnegie
Mount Waverley
Kew
Toorak
Brighton
Bentleigh East
Fitzroy
Hawthorn East
Collingwood
Camberwell
Caulfield North
Abbotsford
Parkville
Bentleigh
Cheltenham
Surrey Hills
Chadstone
Armadale
Mulgrave
Windsor
North Melbourne

No. Vacant
Properties

Vacancy Rate

982
732
407
556
497
1865
279
335
291
165
200
265
359
176
265
257
478
271
209
226
198
206
206
200
198
153
222
165
173
165
133
110
136
150
79
78
136
89
158
262

6.1%
4.2%
3.4%
3.9%
3.1%
5.2%
3.9%
4.3%
1.8%
2.5%
1.8%
3.5%
2.9%
2.5%
2.9%
2.5%
5.2%
2.9%
3.0%
2.5%
1.4%
1.9%
2.8%
1.8%
1.6%
2.7%
2.9%
3.1%
1.9%
2.1%
2.7%
3.7%
1.8%
1.4%
1.4%
1.8%
2.6%
1.2%
3.5%
2.7%

Balwyn
Blackburn
Hampton
Fitzroy North
Ormond
Box Hill South
Carlton North
Balwyn North
Flemington
Mitcham
Brighton East
Sandringham
Box Hill North
Burwood East
Elsternwick
Caulfield South
Forest Hill
Highett
Murrumbeena
Fairfield
Glen Huntly
St Kilda West
Wheelers Hill
Nunawading
Oakleigh
Oakleigh East
Albert Park
Clifton Hill
Malvern
Beaumaris
McKinnon
Oakleigh South
Notting Hill
Ashburton
Ashwood
Caulfield
Middle Park
Mont Albert
Hughesdale
Canterbury
Balaclava
Alphington
Black Rock

101
97
96
126
94
58
72
106
94
96
107
82
92
62
74
85
59
97
98
67
55
82
70
64
60
66
73
56
79
66
65
56
32
28
46
40
40
42
43
57
77
46
37

1.7%
1.5%
1.6%
1.9%
2.5%
1.6%
2.3%
1.3%
2.3%
1.4%
1.5%
1.7%
1.8%
1.4%
1.4%
1.6%
1.3%
1.8%
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%
4.3%
0.9%
1.2%
1.7%
2.3%
2.3%
1.8%
1.7%
1.1%
2.6%
1.4%
1.8%
0.9%
1.5%
1.6%
1.9%
1.9%
1.3%
1.8%
2.51%
1.94%
1.3%

Blackburn South
Hampton East
Kew East
Vermont South
Mont Albert North
Blackburn North
Huntingdale
Cremorne
Deepdene
Kooyong
Burnley

41
44
33
32
20
25
9
40
14
3
15

0.93%
1.82%
1.2%
0.7%
0.9%
0.84%
1.1%
3.69%
1.56%
0.74%
3.58%

Predictions on the future
of the rental market in
Melbourne
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*ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY - NO-ONE
KNOWS EXACTLY HOW THE
MARKET WILL REACT IN COMING
MONTHS - THESE ARE
PREDICTIONS NOT FACTS

2 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom Property in Southbank
Rent
per
week
($)

Short-term rents down 5-40%
for vacant properties

Long-term, rents +/- 5%

$550
$500
Medium-term, rents
down 1-15%

$350

Today

1-3 Months
from now

Time (months)

THE PROBLEM – SHORT-TERM MARKET DISRUPTION TO RENTS
Rent
per
week
($)

Short-term rents down 5-40%
for vacant properties

*ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY - NOONE KNOWS EXACTLY
HOW THE MARKET WILL
REACT IN COMING
MONTHS - THESE ARE
PREDICTIONS NOT FACTS

Long-term, rents +/- 5%

$550
$500
Medium-term, rents
down 1-15%

$350

Today

1-3 Months
from now

Time (months)

*ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY - NO-ONE
KNOWS EXACTLY HOW THE
MARKET WILL REACT IN COMING
MONTHS - THESE ARE
PREDICTIONS NOT FACTS

4 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom Property in Cranbourne
Rent
per
week
($)

Short-term rents down 5-40%
for vacant properties

Long-term, rents +/- 5%

$400
$390
Medium-term, rents
down 1-15%

$320

Today

1-3 Months
from now

Time (months)

*ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY - NO-ONE
KNOWS EXACTLY HOW THE
MARKET WILL REACT IN COMING
MONTHS - THESE ARE
PREDICTIONS NOT FACTS

3 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom Property in Brighton
Rent
per
week
($)

Short-term rents down 5-40%
for vacant properties

Long-term, rents +/- 5%

$950
$800
Medium-term, rents
down 1-15%

$550

Today

1-3 Months
from now

Time (months)

*ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY - NO-ONE
KNOWS EXACTLY HOW THE
MARKET WILL REACT IN COMING
MONTHS - THESE ARE
PREDICTIONS NOT FACTS

3 Bedroom / 1 Bathroom Property in Glen Waverley
Rent
per
week
($)

Short-term rents down 5-40%
for vacant properties

Long-term, rents +/- 5%

$450
$420
Medium-term, rents
down 1-15%

$330

Today

1-3 Months
from now

Time (months)

Worst in the inner-city and up-market rentals: The worst effects are
in suburbs like Southbank, St Kilda, South Yarra, Richmond, Carlton
and the City – and in higher end rentals – particularly those above
$600 per week.

What should you be doing about it:
Keep tenants if we can: If we have a good stable tenant, make sure
we service them well and keep them in the property wherever
possible – re-sign for another 12 months – even if this requires a
modest discount to rent – or continue month to month but with
extra care and attention.
Rent relief requests require diligence and compassion: Carefully
assess any requests for rental relief and work with the tenant and
landlord to get the best solution in the circumstances that
maximises the landlords’ financial outcome while maintaining the
dignity of the tenant throughout a difficult process and with an eye
to landlord insurance consequences in the process.

How We Asses Rental
Relief Applications
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How we do rent relief assessments

On rent relief, we look to:
1. First clearly understand the tenants and the landlords’ situations so we know
what elements are in play in the negotiation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

does the landlord have a mortgage that is under threat ? Can they access mortgage
relief if they have to ?
does the landlord have landlord insurance with rental default cover and if so, which
policy and how much and with what restrictions or carve-outs ?
how long is left on the lease and what is the external market conditions for the landlord
if the property becomes vacant ?
has the tenant got all the Gov’t assistance they are entitled to - JobKeeper, JobSeeker
+ Coronavirus supplement as well as Federal Rent Assistance etc
what job or income source has the tenant had and how likely do we and they think that
is to return and how quickly ?
what level of rent relief is the tenant seeking and for how long ? Do they have ways of
repaying this after the crisis is over ?
what other factors may be causing the tenant (and landlord) anxiety and distress children at home, problems with ex-spouses, caring requirements for family members,
illnesses, pregnancy etc etc

2. Once we know ALL the facts, we can start to try to find a satisfactory resolution.
This usually starts with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Always ensuring the tenant has taken full advantage of all Government support;
Asking them to “go first” in the negotiation to suggest how much relief they are seeking
for how long;
Checking the current and proposed rent against their new income levels to assess
realism and sustainability
Comparing the tenant offer to the landlords’ next best alternative in the market given
falling market conditions
Thinking through the reality that landlord power is greatly curtailed in the short term by
the eviction moratorium
Seeking to find a dignified and sustainable alternative if and only if it is truly required
and wherever possible structuring this as a deferral with payment plan rather than a
straight out gifted reduction i) because this maximises the possible end return for the
landlord; and (b) prevents giving away losses that cannot be recovered in insurance
because they were “voluntary”
But we also recognise that carrying an unrealistic and unsustainable arrears/repayment structure on a tenant who can never afford to pay it back just causes
unnecessary psychological strain on the tenant for no useful return to the landlord indeed a tenant who feels unfairly treated may also actually end up paying less or
taking worse care of the property, so people need to feel fairly treated and treated with
dignity through a difficult period, recognising, of course, that a very small number of
people never feel they are treated fairly so some common sense needs to prevail in the
general desire to keep everyone happy and feeling like "we are all in this together"
And also recognising that for relatively modest amounts the benefit of managing a
deferral may not be worth the cost of doing so

Vacant properties require unusual solutions: Where a property
does become vacant, consider heavy short-term discounts for a
period – like 6 months – with rent then reverting to normal after
that. This will draw interest to the property in a very oversupplied
market but try to avoid locking in a very low rent for the full 12
months when the market will likely recover in the next 1 – 3
months.
Click here to see one of our virtual tours. They're pretty amazing,
and allow us to lease your property even within the strict COVID-19
restrictions.
Re-work your borrowing if required: Talking to your bank and/or
mortgage broker to restructure your finances/repayments if needs
be to cover shortfalls in rent or your other income source.
Our Trusted Mortgage Brokers:
Jonathan Kline-Spink at Market Street Finance
Dan Gold at Long Property
Click here for NAB's COVID-19 Relief Information
Click here for ANZ's COVID-19 Relief Information.
Click here for Commonwealth Bank's COVID-19 Relief Information.
Click here for Westpac's COVID-19 Relief Information.
Buying opportunities are exciting: For those of you fortunate
enough to be cashed up, there will be some very good buying
opportunities in the next few months and we will work closely to
support clients who want to evaluate their options to make a good
investment purchase.

Buys of the Week
2/32 Dunoon St,
Murrumbeena
Quoted by the selling agent $820,000 $898,000. Quiet, tree lined street in a central
and convenient location. Just 450m to
Murrumbeena Station. Ongoing maintenance
should be quite low while there is still some
value add’ upside for those who would
choose to update the kitchen and bathroom.

31 Smart St, Hawthorn
Asking $1,695,000. Owners paid $1.8 at the
peak of the market. Very desirable street in a
terrific location. When the market bounces
back these renovated homes are very popular
and capital growth occurs quickly as the
market recovers. Negotiate at $1.625 for
great value.

91 Jenkins St, Northcote
Asking $1.6M. Prior to the Coronavirus this
home would have been anticipating $1.7 $1.8M. Attractive period home, ready to move in
with further scope of enhancement. North
facing rear yard, perfect for families stuck at
home! Updated floor plan to offer modern, open
plan living with further scope to improve or
extend with a second story. Quiet tree lined
street with attractive neighbouring homes. The
land size of 632sq meters is a rare find and
when the market bounces back the land will
appreciate quickly.

